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Installing Your Engine - Size

stallation the manufacturer recom- ... probably transport the engine your- .... material. Sheet-metal builders usu- ally rivet the firewall material to whatever creates ... solutely sure everything is where it should be should you drill your first hole. 
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_ n July we discussed how to • select and acquire the proper K engine for your amateur-built • airplane. Now that your enI gine has just arrived at your • shop, what do you do with W it? Is your airplane actually ready to accept the engine, and what steps are involved in installing the engine on the airframe? In discussions with kit manufacturers it's apparent that a number of builders have problems installing the engine. It sounds like a simple task, and it can be. Similar to all other phases encountered while building an airplane, planning is an essential step when installing an engine. Using the standard engine installation the manufacturer recommends is the best first step in your engine installation plan. Opting for an installation other than that recommended creates additional work and challenges that you must meet on your own. The manufacturer has tested and flown the aircraft you're building with the engine or choice of engines it recommends. Following this recommendation greatly simplifies your task.



INSTALLING YOUR ENGINE Understand, however, that installing an engine in a newly built airplane is more challenging and time-consuming than replacing an engine in an operational aircraft. On a new plane you have to determine where to cut holes in the firewall for engine controls, where to route the fuel and oil lines, where to ground the engine, and where to put all the other things that already exist in an operational airplane. For this reason we will outline the necessary steps of engine installation, starting with engine preparation.



RECEIVING THE ENGINE



How you receive the engine depends on where you purchased it. If you bought it from an individual, you'll probably transport the engine yourself. If you bought the engine from a manufacturer, it will probably arrive by truck. In either case, be prepared—and have help—to wrestle it. Depending on the engine's size, you might want to buy or rent a hydraulic engine hoist, which will not



only help you get the engine off the truck but also help you install it on the airframe. If you receive the engine via truck, inspect it for damage before accepting it. If there's damage, immediately file a claim with the trucking company. What you do with the engine once it's in your shop depends on how soon you plan to install it. If you need to store it for several months, consider making a movable engine stand for it. Tony Bingelis gives an excellent example of one, made from wood, in his book, Firewall Forward. Make sure you have the engine's manual and parts catalog. This is important. Reading these manuals before you start the installation process may alert you to potential problems before they occur. • Also ensure that the engine has its data plate and logbook, and that the number on the plate matches the one in the logbook. If the engine will sit idle for some time before it becomes one with the airframe, you need to preserve your investment. This isn't much of a problem if you bought a new engine because a coat of preservative oil will protect its insides. (Another advantage to a new engine or a justoverhauled engine is that it looks good. If you want to dress up the appearance of a used engine, do so before you install it on the airframe and use high-temperature paints, which are available at most supply houses.) If you bought the engine used, you'll need to take a few more preservative steps. Remove the top spark plugs and spray in some type of corrosion preventative through the plug opening while the piston in each cylinder is at its bottom dead center. (An airYour engine should be protected from corrosion while it awaits installation. Note the dehydrator plugs inserted in each cylinder of this radial to ward off moisture.
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forget about the carburetor, magnetos, propeller governor, alternator, etc. The object is to decide where these items will be located in the enAIRPLANE IS MORE CHALLENGING AND TIMEgine compartment and whether they will all fit safely and securely under CONSUMING THAN REPLACING AN ENGINE IN AN the cowl. Don't forget items not associated with the engine that you OPERATIONALAIRCRAFT. might want to mount on the firewall, like the brake reservoir. frame and powerplant mechanic can other opening into the engine and Next you need to decide what recommend what preventative to store the engine in a dry area inside type of control will regulate each use.) After you have sprayed each a building. This should protect your function. Will it be a straight pushcylinder, turn the propeller so that engine against internal corrosion pull with a friction lock or a vernier the crankshaft position is such that caused by moisture buildup. control? Label the controls and inno cylinder is at top dead center and dicate their type and the direction then spray some more preventative A C C E S S O R I E S & C O N T R O L S of operation. For example: "Throtoil in each cylinder. Before working on your firewall, you tle—push to increase." Plan the loFrom this point forward, do not need to determine what accessories cation and route of the throttle, move the crankshaft. and controls your engine will need. mixture control, carburetor heat, Insert a dehydrator plug in each This enables you to properly plan cabin heat, propeller control, cylinder to keep moisture from accu- the overall engine installation. Ac- primer line, fuel shutoff, etc. from mulating. Spray the preventative oil cessories include such items as a fuel the cockpit to the applicable item. around the exhaust ports and then system gascolator, a voltage regula- You can measure the proper length seal them with tape. Plug or tape tor, a starter solenoid, a cabin heat for the control once the engine is over the crankcase breather and any box, and an air/oil separator. Don't in place. ,.



INSTALLING AN ENGINE IN A NEV'U BUILT



Rgure 1. It's helpful to first lay out your firewall on a piece of cardboard.



MOUNT BOLTS (6)



STARTER CABLE CONNECTOR (INSULATED) CABIN HEAT VALVE



(2" DIA. HOLE)



CABIN HEAT



CONTROL CABLE



NOTE- BATTERY SOLENOID, STARTER SOLENOID, VOLTAGE REGULATOR AND OVER VOLTAGE REGULATOR ARE ALL MOUNTED INSIDE



(WITH COOLING SHROUD)
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FIREWU.L S E L E C T I O N



Properly preparing the firewall is critical to your airplane's overall safety because it serves as a protective barrier between the cockpit and the hazardous liquids, fumes, heat, and, possibly, fire in the engine compartment. Because you mount certain accessories to the firewall, the mounting hardware must also withstand possible engine compartment hazards. To maintain the firewall's protective integrity, you must seal



every opening in the firewall in some way. Only specific materials provide this fire-resistant barrier. Stainless steel is the most common, but you can use mild steel that's coated with aluminum or protected from corrosion in some other way. Galvanized sheet is another common firewall material. Sheet-metal builders usually rivet the firewall material to whatever creates the engine compartment bulkhead, and the mater-



ial's thickness should be at least 0.015-inch for stainless and 0.018inch for mild steel. Builders of composite airplanes often use FiberFrax on their firewalls. A ceramic paper material, it withstands high temperatures and fire as effectively as stainless steel. This is just part of a typical composite firewall "sandwich." It starts with a plywood bulkhead covered with fiberglass on both sides, a layer of FiberFrax glued to the bulkhead's engine side, and a sheet of stainless steel or 2024 aluminum over the FiberFrax to protect the material itself.



FIREVALLPREPARATION



Today's LASAR1 engine control system is your electronic ticket to first-class flight performance: • Easier starting, hot or cold, even with fouled or worn plugs • Smoother engine operation • Reduced fuel consumption at cruise altitudes • Faster climb rates



LASAR combines the latest electronic technology and new features from four years of flying experience. Vans Aircraft and Diamond



Aircraft fly their Textron Lycoming engines with LASAR's upgrade, as do hundreds of Cessna, Piper, Mooney, and kit plane owners around the world. It was the first, and still is the only, FAA-PMA approved electronic control system available. Isn 't it time you experienced the perks of technologically advanced performance? For more information, call a LASAR distributor. Unison (815-965-4700), or visit our Web site at www.unisonindustries.com. For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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After you've mapped out the location of the accessories you'll mount on it and the control routes, locate and drill all holes and openings in the firewall before you install the engine. Before you drill the first hole, triple check your planning, and then only drill necessary holes. Remember, you must seal every opening in the firewall. One good way to check your planning is to lay out the firewall on a piece of cardboard (Figure 1 previous page). Include everything that will penetrate the firewall—engine controls, pressure lines, tachometer cables, wiring. If you do this before installing the firewall itself, you can tape the cardboard template in place for another check. Look at it, study it, temporarily run the necessary lines and cables, and hold the accessories mounted on the firewall in place to make sure their locations



A typical firewall, aptly named because it separates you from the potentially hazardous liquids, fumes, heat, and, possibly, fire in the engine compartment.



are correct. Only when you're absolutely sure everything is where it should be should you drill your first hole. After you've drilled your holes, think about mounting the items that will be hard to reach once the engine is installed. It'll save you frustration—and busted knuckles. These items could include the gascolator, voltage regulator, cabin heat box, brake reservoir, and air/oil separator. As you mount items to the firewall and pass cables, wires, and other necessary items through it, seal each opening properly to prevent noxious fumes from traveling from the engine compartment to the cockpit. Generally, a special firewall (and fireproof) grommet shield provides this seal. Since they're not always easy to find, these shields can be recovered from salvaged aircraft. You can also make your own (Figure 2 next page). Tony shows you how in his book, Tony Bingelis on Engines.



? Your oil is meant to be clean.



We mean to clean it. Typical Lycoming Installation



0-235 thru 10-720



The leader in cleaner oil since 1963, Airwolf filter systems keep the oil in your aircraft cleaner, cooler and safer from particulate damage. Remotemounting makes filter changes a convenient, no-mess snap, and our systems are STC d on every opposed Lycoming and Continental engine in the sky. Endorsed by the engine OEMs, our filter systems clean your oil best, while our filter cutter allows you to track abnormal engine wear. The Northern Lights Aerobatic Team uses Airwolf systems exclusively, under the most rigorous conditions. Never a failure. Never an AD. We keep it flying safer with properly filtered oil.



AARVJOLF IUTER CORP 15369 Madison Road, Middlefield, Ohio 44062 • Tel.: (440) 632-5136 • Fax: (440) 632-1685 Web: www.airwolf.com • e-mail: [email protected]



Call T o l l - f r e e : 1-800-326-1534 Also available for Wright, Franklin, Jacobs, and Pratt & Whitney engines



If You Only Have Three Wishes .... Make This Panel One of Them! This is one wish we can make come true. So you or your Genie should call us today for free information! The most sophisticated, accurate and reliable instruments available anywhere. Offering extraordinary features at a reasonable price, all units are 2 1/4" (or complete panel shown is only 5" x 7.5") and require no external boxes. All units are STC'/PMA'd, many as replacements for primary engine instruments.



ELECTRICALDECISIONS



Most likely, you've already decided where to locate your airplane's battery, whether you'll use a 12- or 24volt electrical system—and what type of alternator you will use. Your electrical planning for engine installation should consist of obtaining the proper alternator, locating the voltage regulator and starter solenoid, and routing the cables and wires. If the battery is outside the engine compartment, you'll need to run a heavy gauge cable from the battery to the starter solenoid. Then you need to ground the engine. Installing the engine in the mount doesn't work because the rubber shock mounts insulate the engine from the airframe. Decide how you'll make an electrical connection between the engine and air-



All EGTs All CHTs Shock Cooling 2 Diff. Limits



16 High Limits 16 Loui Limits



OAT TIT Carb Temp Fuel Flow Fuel Pressure Fuel Used



Fuel Rem. Time to Empty RPM Tach Timer



Oil Temp Oil Pressure



Volts Amps Discharge Alarm Flight Timer Manifold Press. High Volts Alarm



Electronics International Inc.K 2092 N.W. Aloclek #523 Hillsboro, OR 97124 (503)439-8484 
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Right Sizing Your Engine - Size 

lost,â€� reminds us that you should start an airplane design with three choices within .... well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. You can.










 








Installing your car deck 

Plasma display panel damaged by static (non-moving) ..... Quand HD-S ON est affiché sur l'écran ACL, ..... un écran plasma endommagé par les images fixes.










 








Installing your mouse 

atomique, des Ã©quipements de rÃ©gulation de la ... d'explosion si une pile a Ã©tÃ© remplacÃ©e incorrectement. ... compatible uniquement avec la pile Bluetooth.










 








Installing your car deck 

1. EJECT button. Press to eject the compact disc after releasing the front panel. 2. RESET button. Press to set the car deck back to initial factory settings. 3. Disc loading slot. Insert disc ... 3 Attach the mounting case to the firewall for additi










 








Installing Engine Controls 

engine, but what about mounting these controls in your project? First off, what length cable should you order? Length is critical for a threaded-end control since it ...










 








installing your emu48 - Charles HAMEL 

That will lead you there. Just say OK in the above and you will get the calculator ; answer NO to the Try To Recover Memory ? question ...










 








installing your emu48 - Charles HAMEL 

INSTALLING YOUR EMU48. In the EMU Folder RUN EMU48.EXE. You should get this result : Just push the OK button and get that : ...










 








Painting Your Homebuilt - Size 

Some Thoughts About Color. Before deciding on the paint scheme, you should first select a color or colors to use. Maybe you have a "favorite color." Even so, it.










 








Sizing Your Wings - Size 

its many square feet of surface area through ..... fuselage was a circle, you would add the ... tiply by pi to get the circumference. .... justify the title in the column.










 








Installing Your Fork Before You Ride - Gromi 

If your sag is lower than on the table, screw on the pump tting, note the current .... Push the air shaft assembly up until the shaft comes through the bottom hole.










 








Building Basics: Installing Your Aircraft's Radio 

INSTALLING A RADIO OR TWO IS A new experience for most .... Building Basics. Voice Box. Installing your .... Crtsy car, Lounge. Eagle Flgt Cntr. 648-7151 Park.










 








Designing Your Homebuilt - Size 

weekends to playing golf, or any other hobby he cares to .... ventional" configurations, meaning one wing in front and .... want (in knots) and the gross weight.










 








Hang That Engine - Size 

Now that the engine is hanging on the airframe all the hard work ... ries on engines we've discussed how to .... engines, a lifting attachment pro- vides a centered. "hook-on" point for the hoist. Right. Wrong ..... the plug into the cylinder head as










 








Engine Overhaul - Size 

Harrison Engine Service of La Porte, Indiana. It charges only for ... you could not call it overhauled, just repaired. ... U.S. Service Center Florida: MT-Propeller ...










 








Rotary Vee Engine - Size 

Feb 14, 1986 - say if you heard this engine weighed less than 1/2 Ib. per ... aluminum castings, could probably go ... things above, what would you say then?










 








Right Sizing Your Engine 

After a three-hour flight, it burns a gallon less fuel. The 80-hp engine looks like a particularly good idea in training. A little extra time on takeoff is a good idea.










 








Craft & Technique: Installing Hydraulic Disc Brakes - Size 

the fluid and repeat the process. Torque the brake caliper bolts to the recommended force and then safety wire to finish the brake installation. Before flying you ...










 








Controls for Your Engine 

I have seen everything from engine controls taken off .... You'll get everything needed to bring out a mirror-like shine in ... For more accessories, visit us online.










 








Tails: What's Your Type? - Size 

change of downwash at the tail is a measure ... pressure, and wind tunnel tests have ... tab. The combined movable surface plus anti-servo tab is usually called a.










 








Internal Combustion Engine Principles - Size 

Tanks consisting of a blad- der type fuel cell within the structure should be studied for the chafing effect caused by the sloshing of the gasoline due to the normal ...










 








Internal-Combustion Engine Principles - Size 

tions of the inductior system ex- perienced with some ... its upper extreme to its lower ex- \v treme position on .... heat at full throttle, full load op- eration, is utilized ...










 








Your Engine Feels Cold Too 

intake manifold, and from the front or top to reach cylinders and cooler. Rota- ... directed by the manufacturer. Engine heaters, for oil and cylinder heads, are.










 








Your Engine Feels Cold Too 

Mattituck, LI, NY 11952. (Editor's Note: Jay Wickham is pres- ident of Mattituck Aviation, ... its viscous properties. The straight weight SAE type oils are not widely.
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